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ABSTRACT

Recently, as society continues to age, automation of watching elderly people who live
apart from their families has been gradually expected. However, we must prevent them
from losing their purpose in life, which declines due to lack of communication. Thus,
a chat dialog system has attracted widespread attention as a method that achieves both
problems: keeping their purpose in life and watching their daily lives. Unlike a task-
oriented dialog system, a chat dialog system has explicitly no task to accomplish and
makes a conversation to continue communication with the users. Keeping a conver-
sation is essential for elderly people who are mostly unfamiliar with digital devices.
Moreover, conversing daily on the chat dialog system provides the opportunity to col-
lect information for their care. This study realizes an information-gathering dialog
system, a chat dialog system that collects healthcare information of elderly people.
Furthermore, we use the nonverbal acoustic features from their speech, since auto-
matic speech recognition is not necessarily accurate in current systems. This paper
illustrates the effectiveness of two important elements, topic change for keeping the
talking user motivated with the dialog system and motivation estimation, for attaining
an information-gathering dialog system using nonverbal acoustic features.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, society of many developed countries has noticed an increased aging population, leading

to the automation of watching elderly people who live apart from their families [1], [2]. These elderly peo-
ple living away from their families lack communication and eventually lose something to live for. To solve
this problem, a chat dialog system has attracted widespread attention as a method for keeping their purpose
in life and watching their daily lives [3], [4]. By having the elderly people talk with the chat dialog system
daily, the system helps increase chances of communication and obtain the necessary information for monitor-
ing the elderly people by asking important and timely questions. Studies over the years have reported meth-
ods for gathering information from users through dialog systems. In information-gathering dialog systems,
Kobayashi et al. [3] highlighted the difficulty for users to answer questions if the dialog system sequentially
asks questions to be answered without considering the context of the dialog. They proposed a method using the
chain structure of dialogs, which gradually shifts dialog topics to follow the dialog context and ask the ques-
tions to be answered. Such a topic shifting is called topic induction. Nagasaka et al. [5] used WordNet to build
a topic induction model that shifts a current topic to the specified one in chat dialogs, to automate questions on
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dementia in chat dialogs with elderly people. Yoshito et al. [6] aimed to build an active information-gathering
dialog system, and created a model that determines the user’s intention to end the dialog from nonverbal acous-
tic information to avoid the system asking persistent questions. Ishihara et al. [7] performed the interviewee’s
dialog willingness estimation to calculate questioning strategies in real-time for an information-gathering dia-
log robot. Previously, studies have considered dialog management, including topic induction algorithms, using
features based mainly on linguistic information. Meguro et al. [8] have employed partially observable markov
decision process (POMDP), which is a statistical dialog management method that sets rewards for actions in a
probabilistically determined state transition structure, and executes actions that maximize the rewards that can
be obtained in the future. Lison [9] have developed a dialog system that combines statistical dialog manage-
ment and rule-based dialog management, which is available as an open source software [10]. However, it has
not been sufficiently studied on appropriate timing and destination of topic induction considering nonverbal
acoustic information.

However, simply talking without any consideration does not automate monitoring. For example, ask-
ing many questions to collect a lot of information ends up like a questionnaire session with a chat dialog system,
which would not be appreciated by the elderly. On the other hand, by pursuing only the naturalness of the dia-
log, the system fails to ask the questions required of a monitoring chat dialog system. Additionally, one major
challenge is topic transition. In information-gathering dialogs, the problem is reflected in how to efficiently
move from the current topic to a new topic for the system to talk about. Humans recognize mental distances
between topics in conversations, and feel uncomfortable when conversation suddenly moves to a distant topic
or stays on near topics for so long. To solve these problems, estimating the user’s talking motivation on the
current topic is essential. By understanding the user’s talking motivation, the system decides when to ask ap-
propriate questions and which topic to move to. To make users continue talking with dialog systems daily,
appropriately switching topics to talk is necessary. To achieve this, the dialog system judges whether it changes
the current topic according to user’s talking motivation or topic interest. Yokoyama et al. [11] developed a chat
dialog system that switches the system’s role to “listener” and “speaker” depending on the user’s interest.

Previous studies on estimating users’ talking motivation have used facial images, voice, and linguis-
tic information of the user. Schuller et al. [12] studied to estimate the user’s interest in current topics from
multimodal information of facial expressions, nonverbal acoustic information, and verbal information obtained
from a single speech of the user. Chiba et al. [13] automatically estimated talking motivation from multimodal
information to build an interview dialog system. Saito et al. [14] estimated users’ attitudes toward dialog from
multimodal information in dialog data with dementia patients. Many previous studies have estimated the user’s
talking motivation using multimodal information. However, when one uses the dialog system, simultaneously
capturing the user’s facial expressions with cameras or performing complete speech recognition to acquire
linguistic information is difficult. Since the dialog state changes gradually through multiple turns, efficiently
learning the information of multiple turns is necessary. In dialog-state tracking challenge (DSTC) [15], a shared
task that analyzes dialog using information from multiple turns, methods using recurrent neural network (RNN)
has shown high performance [16]. In these methods, using the linguistic information of the user’s speech as
input, the probability distribution of tasks, user’s requests, and so on are estimated as dialog states. A dialog-
state tracking method using long short term memory (LSTM), which improves the drawback of RNNs with
difficulty storing long-term information, has been proposed [17]. We consider that the dialog-state tracking is
very similar to the task of measuring user’s talking motivation, since the motivation can be regarded as a kind
of dialog states. We apply this dialog-state tracking method to track the user’s talking motivation using RNN
with nonverbal acoustic information as the user input.

In this study, we experiment by measuring the degree of user satisfaction when the Wizard of Oz
system [18], [19] switches topics according to the user’s estimated talking motivation with the current topic.
In addition, we focus on introducing nonverbal acoustic information for estimating the talking motivation. In
human-human dialog, various nonverbal information such as prosody and facial expressions is also frequently
used. Hence, such information has been considered important as an input to the dialog system [20], [21]. We
analyze the relationship between nonverbal acoustic information and the talking motivation to be estimated.

2. THE PROPOSED METHOD
To collect information from users by asking questions during a chat dialog, question timing and topic

transition must be adjusted appropriately. This section proposes two hypotheses about topic induction from the
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topic space model. This section also verifies them using the Wizard of Oz.

2.1. Modeling of the topic space
We describe the topic space model proposed for realizing a dialog system with topic induction. Sup-

pose the dialog system suddenly switches from the current topic to a mentally distant topic, the user will feel
that the system skips from topic to topic. However, if the system repeatedly talks about similar topics, the user
gets bored and the satisfaction of the dialog decreases. For a user to enjoy a chatting dialog system for a long
time, the system must switch to distant or near topics at the right time. Therefore, it is important to model the
topic space representing the mental distance among topics.

We model the topic space with a two-dimensional undirected graph structure reflecting mental distance
among topics referring to Nagasaka et al.’s work [5]. Figure 1 shows an example of modeling the topic space.
Each node represents a topic, and topics connected by an edge are mutually transitable. The length of an edge
represents the mental distance between the topics. For users to feel naturally induced by these topics, gradually
moving from the current topic to the goal topic in the topic space is essential.

Figure 1. Example of modeling a topic space

Here, we model the topic space using WordNet [22] and Word2vec [23]. WordNet is a tree represen-
tation of the conceptual structure of words. Furthermore, the WordNet-based distance between concepts can
be obtained by following the shortest path between nodes in the tree. suppose the distance between concepts is
roughly consistent with the human mental scale. Then, we can apply this to the topic space model. Word2vec is
a model representing words as vectors and obtains the similarity between two words by calculating the cosine
of their vectors. The cosine similarity is negatively correlated with the mental distance between two words and
can be used for a topic space. The Word2vec-based distance is the value of subtracting the Word2vec similarity
between the keywords that indicate the topic from 1. We used Japanese Wikipedia as a training corpus to obtain
word vectors by Word2vec.

2.2. Topic induction and user satisfaction
The straightforward way to obtain the required information is to directly ask questions about the in-

formation. However, as Kobayashi et al. [3] stated, this reduces user satisfaction. Therefore, to simultaneously
maximize both user satisfaction and the amount of information obtained by the dialog system, we find the time
at which user satisfaction does not decrease even if the topic is changed to ones the user asks a question about
once. We formulated the following hypothesis about topic induction, referring to human interaction.

Hypothesis 1 When the user’s talking motivation with the current topic is low, switching to a distant topic
does not decrease the user’s satisfaction.

In human-human conversation, if the person we talk to seems to enjoy the current topic, we delve deeper into
the topic, otherwise, we change the topic to a different one to explore the person’s talking motivation. If the
same dialog strategy can be used for dialog systems, it would be possible to continue dialog without lowering
user motivation by choosing topics close in the conceptual distance when the user’s motivation for dialog is
high and switching to farther topics otherwise. Also, we consider another hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2 The user’s talking motivation is correlated with features of nonverbal acoustic information, such
as loudness and length of the user’s speech.
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This is also supported by human-human conversation; loud voice and/or long speech of the person can indi-
cate more motivation to talk about the current topic, whereas smaller voice and/or shorter replies show little
motivation. Also, we estimate the user’s talking motivation from features of nonverbal acoustic information.

3. METHOD
Our proposed model is based on two hypotheses described in the previous section. Here, we verify

these hypotheses and the effectiveness of our topic induction strategy for collecting information by two exper-
iments. One is estimating user’s talking motivation, and the other is topic switching Wizard of Oz experiment
for analyzing the talking motivation, topic distance, and user satisfaction.

3.1. Experiment 1: estimating user’s talking motivation
First, we focus on showing the appropriateness of the hypothesis 2. To analyze and estimate users’

talking motivation, we collected spoken dialog data with recorded talking motivation at each turn. The user
talks with the dialog system through the microphone of the smartphone. The voice during the dialog is recorded
using the microphone of a smartphone with a sampling frequency of 16 kHz and a quantization bit of 16 bits.
Following the previous study [3], the system talks only one topic in one session and takes 20 turns as either a
listener or a speaker. The system as a listener only asks questions to the user, and the system as a speaker only
discloses itself to the user. The system employed the use of fixed scenarios based on fixed topics for speech,
and no questions from the user were allowed. The user records his/her current talking motivation on a 7-point
scale from −3 to 3 for each turn during the dialog. The first turn of the dialog is set to 3 because we assume
that the user actively begins to talk with the dialog system. Five-topic scenarios were prepared for the system
to talk about including computers, cooking, fashion, travel, and music. This follows the literature in [13] so
that the level of users’ interests would be distributed. The change in talking motivation depends on the level of
interest in the topic. Therefore, the user’s level of interest was recorded in each topic on a 5-point scale from
−2 to 2 upon completing the dialog. To conduct each session independently, one session was held per day, and
six subjects were asked to talk with the dialog system at home for ten days. From this experiment, audio data
were obtained from 60 sessions with six subjects acting as listeners and speakers, respectively, for five topics.

3.2. Experiment 2: talking motivation and user satisfaction
To analyze the relationship between the user’s talking motivation and the conceptual distance between

topics, we conducted a Wizard of Oz dialog experiment with the topic switched according to the user’s motiva-
tion for dialog. During the dialog, subjects inputted their motivation to talk about the current topic at each turn
of the dialog in 11 levels: 0, 10, 20, ..., 100. The greater value showed higher motivation. The Wizard switched
the topic every four turns according to users’ talking motivation. Thus, for the two dialog sessions, each with a
10 min duration, the experiment for each of the 10 subjects is as:

− Session A: a session in which the system chooses a distant topic when the user’s talking interest is 50 or
more, and a closer topic otherwise.

− Session B :a session in which the system chooses a closer topic when the user’s talking interest is 50 or
more, and a distant topic otherwise.

The distance between topics is measured using the Wizard’s mental scale. After the dialog, the subjects
rated their satisfaction on a 7-point scale from −3 to 3. A higher value showed a higher level of satisfaction.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Experiment 1: estimating user’s talking motivation
4.1.1. User’s interest in the topic

We analyze the effects of “user’s interest in the topic” and “the role of the system as a listener or a
speaker” among the factors considered influencing the user’s talking motivation. Figure 2 shows a scatter plot
of the slope of the change in user’s talking motivation and the user’s level of interest in the topic. Here, the
slope of the change in the user’s talking motivation is obtained from the slope of the linear regression calculated
for the series of user’s talking motivation for 20 turns. The distribution of the plots in the scatter plot is right-
shouldered, and the slope of the regression line is positive, indicating that higher level of user’s interest in the
current topic positively affects, increases, or keeping user’s talking motivation.
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4.1.2. Role of the dialog system
Next, we analyzed the transition of a user’s talking motivation depending on whether the system plays

the role of a listener or a speaker. Figure 3 shows the average slope of the change in user’s talking motivation
for each user and system role. The error bars represent the standard deviation. From the figure, the slope of
the change in users’ talking motivation is negative for nearly all users, indicating that their talking motivation
decreased as the dialog progressed. Thus, the role of the system as a listener or a talker had no significant effect
on the user’s talking motivation.

Figure 2. Scatter plot of interests for topics and slope of changing user’s talking motivation

Figure 3. System roles and slope of changing user’s motivation of each user

4.1.3. Nonverbal acoustic information
Estimating the user’s talking motivation from factors, such as the role of the dialog system is diffi-

cult. Even by collecting each user’s interesting topics, it is still difficult to estimate the current user’s talking
motivation due to the low correlation in Figure 2. To more directly estimate the user’s talking motivation, we
employ nonverbal acoustic information obtained from the user’s speech. First, we deleted the silence before
and after each turn of the audio data obtained from the user’s dialog. Next, we extracted 384 features that can
be extracted using openSMILE [24] IS09 emotion challenge configuration [25], which adds features of speech
length, articulation rate, and delay. The delay feature encompasses the time from the end of the system speech
to the beginning of user speech.
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The nonverbal acoustic information extracted from the user speech during a dialog is highly dependent
on the content of the speech, which significantly changes in a single turn. However, since the user’s talking
motivation does not change significantly from one turn to the next, the features for estimating the user’s talking
motivation become values that gradually change. Therefore, the extracted nonverbal acoustic information was
smoothed by taking a five-point moving average in the turn direction for each session. This implies that the fea-
ture value of a given turn was the average of five turns, including both turns before and after the corresponding
nonverbal acoustic information.

Also, we analyzed the correlation between the extracted nonverbal acoustic information and the user’s
talking motivation to investigate which nonverbal acoustic information is effective for the estimation [26].
Table 1 shows the top 10 features in the absolute value of the correlation coefficient. Among the nonverbal
acoustic information, the correlation coefficient for the most strongly correlated feature was 0.311. No acoustic
feature with a strong correlation was applied to all users. Furthermore, results showed that many mel-frequency
cepstral coefficients (MFCC) ranges appeared in the top 10 features. Since the correlation coefficient is posi-
tive, the range of MFCCs became smaller as the user’s talking motivation decreased.

Table 1. Top 10 features correlating with user’s motivation
Feature Correlation coefficient

(cf.) Turn number in session -0.628
Voice rate 0.311

MFCC 8-dim. stddev 0.277
MFCC 8-dim. linregQ 0.260
Prob. of voice amean 0.257

Volume amean 0.248
MFCC 6-dim. range 0.236
MFCC 1-dim. range 0.227
MFCC 9-dim. stddev 0.227
MFCC 9-dim. linregQ 0.223

Figure 4 shows the maximum absolute value of the correlation coefficient calculated for each user. The
maximum correlation coefficient exceeded 0.5 for many users, indicating that a correlation between nonverbal
acoustic information and users’ talking motivation exists. This result shows that there are individual differences
in the relationship between nonverbal acoustic information and the user’s talking motivation. Furthermore, it
indicates that we can create a model with high accuracy by creating an individual estimation model for each
user.

Figure 4. Maximum correlation coefficient between user’s motivation for each user and acoustic features

4.1.4. Estimating user’s talking motivation
This section compares the following three methods for estimating dialog motivation using nonverbal

acoustic information of multiple turns:
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− NN1 :a neural network (NN) that performs estimation using only features from one turn.
− NN3 :a NN that performs estimation using information from three previous turns.
− LSTM3 :an LSTM with a window size of three previous turns.

Each of them is evaluated using the mean absolute error (MAE) with a 10-point cross-validation.

Figure 5 shows the estimation accuracy of NN when only turn information is used as features and
when nonverbal acoustic features are combined. The nonverbal acoustic features used were those of the top 20
correlations with users’ talking motivation. The estimation error with nonverbal acoustic information was 0.451
lesser in MAE than that without nonverbal acoustic information, indicating that nonverbal acoustic information
is an effective feature in estimating the user’s talking motivation.

Figure 6 compares the error in estimating the user’s talking motivation among the three estimation
methods (here, the turn information not included in the nonverbal acoustic information is not used). The blue
and orange bars show the results for the top 20 and top 300 correlated features, respectively. From Figure 6, for
both the top 20 and top 300 features, the estimation error for using multiple turns of information was smaller
than using only one turn of information. Also, the error was smallest when using LSTM. This indicates that
the information from multiple turns is effective for the estimation and that LSTM reduces the estimation error.

Figure 5. Comparison of estimation errors with and without nonverbal acoustic features

Figure 6. Comparison of estimation errors among estimation methods
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4.2. Experiment 2: talking motivation and user satisfaction
4.2.1. Topic distance

This section checks whether the wizard chooses between distant and near topics according to the hu-
man mental scale. The relationship between the subject’s talking motivation at the timing of topic switching
and the conceptual distance between the previous and following topics is shown in Figure 7. In session A,
the higher the subject’s talking motivation, the more distant the wizard chose the topic, thereby creating a
right-shouldered regression line. However, session B has the opposite strategy and has seen a steady increase.
Therefore, sessions A and B have data that conformed to the conditions for topic selection, as shown in hy-
pothesis 1. However, the slope of the regression line is not large, confirming the gap between the conceptual
distance of WordNet and the human mental scale.

Figure 7. Correlation between user’s talking motivation and conceptual distance of topics (calculated using
WordNet)

Figure 8 shows the scatterplot relationship between the talking motivation and conceptual distance
between topics. Here, the conceptual distance is calculated using Word2vec trained from Japanese Wikipedia.
The results showed that the slope was larger than that of Figure 7 and that the conceptual distance when mod-
eling the topic space can be modeled closer to the human mental scale using Word2vec.

Figure 8. Correlation between users’ motivation and concept distance of topics (calculated using Word2vec)

4.2.2. User satisfaction
The results of user satisfaction are shown in Figure 9. The average score was 1.0 higher in Session B

than in Session A. Despite variations in the scale for each user’s satisfaction, the results for each user show that
most users were more satisfied in Session B.
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4.2.3. Effectiveness of nonverbal acoustic information
To verify hypothesis 2, we analyzed the relationship between users’ talking motivation and nonverbal

acoustic information. Simple nonverbal acoustic features were extracted from user speech during dialog and
the correlation between the average value of nonverbal acoustic features for four turns before the topic switched
and the user’s talking motivation on the topic switch was calculated. The correlation values between the non-
verbal acoustic features and the user’s talking motivation are shown in Table 2. A certain degree of correlation
was confirmed for speech length and fundamental frequency, demonstrating hypothesis 2. However, this infor-
mation is still insufficient to control the timing of switching topics. In the future, we will consider methods,
such as combining multiple features to make decisions of switching topics.

Figure 9. Evaluation results of user’s satisfaction

Table 2. Correlation between acoustic features and user’s motivation
Features Correlation

Time from ending of the system’s speech to beginning user’s speech 0.036
Average volume of the speech interval -0.044

Speech length 0.29
Tone ratio -0.14

Fundamental frequency 0.37

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a topic induction method using users’ talking motivation to automatically

estimate the user’s talking motivation from nonverbal acoustic information, to improve the efficiency of gath-
ering information by a chat dialog system. In the automatic estimation of the user’s talking motivation, results
showed that the user’s talking motivation varied depending on the interest level in the current topic, correlat-
ing to several nonverbal acoustic information. Additionally, we compared the estimation error among several
estimation methods and confirmed the error reduction using the information of multiple turns. In the proposed
topic induction method, the user’s talking motivation is used as input, and a dialog experiment with a dialog
system that transitions from the current topic to either a near or far topic is conducted using the Wizard of Oz
method. Thus, the system that transitions to a topic close to the current topic when the user’s talking motivation
is high, and a far topic otherwise, recorded higher user satisfaction. Furthermore, the user’s talking motivation
was weakly correlated with the nonverbal acoustic information obtained from the user’s speech. In the future, it
will be necessary to automatically estimate the user’s talking motivation using nonverbal acoustic information
from multiple turns and to verify such estimation using an automated system that switches topics toward high
user satisfaction.
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